
Walking – Buxton Wood

Walk instructions
Postcode: PE9 3QE
3 1/4 Miles   1 1/2 Hours

Find a roadside parking space in Duddington, close
to the junction of the A47 and the A43. Local pub
the ‘Royal Oak’, no other facilities. The walk
appears from the map and instructions to be
simpler than it actually is on the ground and it might easily turn on an unwary walker and bite. It is
always easier to get lost in trees than open ground, I am speaking from personal experience having
been badly lost in these woods myself. The walk will be very muddy in wet weather.

1 Start from the ‘Royal Oak’; the
A43 is always busy here, cross with
care to the signpost at the
bridleway almost opposite the turn
for the village. Walk upslope on this
wide farm road with the hedge to
the left, to the embankment.

2 Turn right, around the half circle
of road, to the left hand corner of
the trees and turn right, with the
trees to the right, up to the corner.
Follow the road left to the
footbridge and cross; bear right
along the easily missed narrow
path, through the trees. Keep
straight on past a marker post on
this twisty and sometimes
overgrown path to a tarmac forest
road.

3 Cross and take the very narrow
path almost straight on, passing left
of the pond and bear left. 
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Keep straight on between trees to the edge of the spinney. Cross the footbridge and the field ahead, which
may be under cultivation although a path should be well marked within any crop.

4 Go over the footbridge here and bear right across this field a track should again be visible, to the marker
post at the corner of Buxton Wood, which is part of the bigger Westhay Wood. An option in very wet
weather is to take the farm road right then left to the corner of the trees. Walk along the track between the
hedge and the trees to the spacious junction with the notice board on the right for Fineshade Wood.

5 Turn right on this track for a mile with the field to the right and then through trees back to the A43.
Carefully cross back over this busy road and take the roadside path back to the ‘Royal Oak’.
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